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Introduction 

This document sets out the specific arrangements the BBC has implemented to set charges for 

the goods and services that the BBC commercial subsidiaries (BBC Global News, BBC Studios 

and BBC Studioworks) obtain from the BBC and the goods and services the subsidiaries 

provide to the BBC. It also includes details of goods and services that the BBC provides to third 

parties outside the BBC Group, and material services that the BBC provides exclusively to third 

parties. 

This document – the Consolidated Group Trading Manual – is issued as an update to the 

individual subsidiaries’ Trading Manuals published in April 2018. This document streamlines 

and replaces the separate Group Trading Manuals previously published.  

In compliance with Ofcom’s latest requirements and guidance, this Consolidated Group 

Trading Manual is retrospective – it describing transactions in the 2018/19 financial year. 

Previously the BBC was required to publish its approach to transfer pricing on a forward 

looking basis.  

This document includes the following sections for relevant transactions in the 2018/19 

financial year: 

- Table 1:  Summary of the BBC’s transfer pricing arrangements with its commercial 

subsidiaries (and third parties where a good or service is provided to commercial 

subsidiaries and third parties) 

- Table 2: Summary of the goods and services of material value the BBC  sells to third 

parties, but not to its commercial subsidiaries 

- Table 3: Summary of BBC Commercial Subsidiaries transfer pricing with the BBC  

- Table 4: Summary of BBC Global News and the BBC ‘s content supply arrangements 

- Table 5: Summary of how the BBC licences distribution rights acquisitions for BBC IP, 

including to BBC Studios and third parties 

The BBC has in place separate processes and procedures for commissioning which apply to 

BBC Studios’ production division as well as third party producers; these arrangements are not 

included in this document. Commissioning procedures are subject to Ofcom regulation, and 

this regulation applies to how we treat both third parties and the subsidiaries. 

The methodologies for trading in these services were set before the start of the 2018/19 

financial year to be fully compliant with Ofcom’s trading and separation rules in force at that 

time.  The next version of this document will set out any changes the BBC has made to its 

methodologies to comply with Ofcom’s changes to the trading separation rules, as published 

on 11 February 2019.1  

Regular reviews of activity in both the subsidiaries and the BBC, as well as of the data in our 

financial systems provide assurance that all material costs are covered by the transfer pricing 

                                                 

1
 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/134350/statement-bbc-commercial-trading-activities.pdf 
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arrangements and reflected in this document. Where any additional or new service activity is 

identified between the BBC and one of its subsidiaries, then an appropriate transfer pricing 

process will be put in place, and the methodology will be described in the Group Trading 

Manual. 

Part of the annual budget process includes a review of the transfer pricing arrangements. This 

identifies the need for any changes to these arrangements. This Consolidated Group Trading 

Manual is updated each year and published via the BBC website. Any changes to these 

methodologies and the impact thereof are also set out set out later within this Introduction 

section. Further rationale behind the changes can also be found in Appendix 1.  

We have separately published the total transfer charges between the BBC and each of the 

BBC’s commercial subsidiaries in BBC Commercial Holdings’ Annual Reports and Consolidated 

Financial Statements.  

As part of the BBC’s Annual Statutory Audit the National Audit Office (NAO) is required to 

reach an opinion on whether licence fee funds have been used correctly. One area of NAO 

focus is whether the Licence Fee has been used to subsidise the BBC’s commercial activities.  

Their report for 2018/19 did not find any irregularity of this nature. 

Price Basis & Rationale 

Across the services provided by the BBC to the BBC’s commercial subsidiaries, or by the BBC’s 

commercial subsidiaries back to the BBC, there are consistent approaches to the price basis 

and rationale. 

For avoidance of doubt and to avoid duplication, the wording in the table below will indicate 

the price basis and rationale described in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 of this document.  

Category 

Description 

Price Basis Rationale 

Benchmark  Verifiable, comparable 

information on market 

price 

Benchmarking data provides a market price range; the 

BBC then uses its internal cost base to set a transfer 

price in line with the market benchmark 

Market price Market price from contract 

agreed with external 

supplier 

External supplier appointed using a competitive open 

market process. Price paid to contractor for service is 

therefore a market price 

Direct cost Cost-based approach The BBC recharges all relevant costs 

 

For all goods or services provided by the BBC to either a commercial subsidiary or third party, 

or by one of the BBC’s commercial subsidiaries to the BBC, the BBC has sought in the first 

instance to establish a market-based price. This reflects the hierarchy set out in the Ofcom 

trading and separation rules in place in April 2018 when transfer prices were set for 2018/19. 

The BBC determines this by either: 

 Using the price the BBC (or a commercial subsidiary) pays to third parties who provide 

services to the BBC following a competitive tender process  (for example BBC corporate 

tenders for IT or HR services). 
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 Using the price the BBC (or a commercial subsidiary) has paid for obtaining wider 

services in the market. The BBC does not exist in isolation and competes with third 

parties to obtain services, outwith a formal competitive tender exercise. For example, if 

the BBC buys commercial property it has to compete in the wider property market and 

pay a ‘market’ price.  

Where it is not possible for the BBC to use a price directly determined in the market, or where 

the BBC wants to verify the continued accuracy of market prices it has paid previously, the 

BBC has used benchmarks to set a transfer price. This is based on: 

 The BBC’s regular internal benchmarking exercises known as ‘Compete or Compare’ 

where the BBC seeks to ensure it achieves value for money by using competition 

wherever possible, and external benchmarking where available to drive up standards 

and drive down costs. 

 Where the BBC benchmarks prices, benchmarking typically provides a range rather 

than a single point estimate. The BBC then compares its costs against this range, to 

determine how prices compare to an appropriate point, considering the scope of the 

service. This ensures the BBC can set a transfer price that is based on an appropriate 

market based benchmark.  

 In some instances the BBC benchmarks a price for a particular good or service; in others 

it benchmarks the component prices of the inputs that comprise that service. The BBC 

considers this is a robust and practical approach given the principles of benchmarking 

to determine market prices and the range of services provided between the BBC and its 

commercial subsidiaries. 

 In the case of staff, the BBC and its commercial subsidiaries compete in the wider 

employment market to hire staff; the BBC therefore considers that these internal staff 

costs reflect the market price. The BBC also benchmarks remuneration packages to 

verify the market competiveness of its pay and conditions and ensure they continue to 

be aligned with the market.  

Where it is not possible to either run a market process or use benchmarking to determine 

costs, then the BBC has used a cost based approach. The BBC determines this based on the 

costs of providing a service, including the costs that can be directly attributed to a good or 

service, and relevant overheads. The BBC does not have a profit or market-based cost of 

capital so the BBC does not consider it appropriate to include profit or a return on capital 

charge within these costs.   

Approach to apportioning prices 

Once a price is established for each good or service traded between the BBC and a commercial 

subsidiary or third party, the BBC then charges this transfer price based on the use of the good 

or service provided. For example, if a commercial subsidiary uses BBC IT services, the BBC 

determines the market price for this based on the terms of BBC’s contract with its third party 

provider, and then allocates this to the commercial subsidiary based on the level of service and 

extent to which the commercial subsidiary uses the service. Where possible the BBC tries to 

charge such third party costs directly back to the ultimate recipient so that the actual costs are 

charged, rather than allocate these at BBC group level. These principles are reflected in 

detailed Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and property licenses the BBC has put in place.  

A number of services involve people employed by the BBC doing work for a commercial 

subsidiary. This is either through people employed by the BBC who work solely with a 

commercial subsidiary, or people who occasionally work with the commercial subsidiary. In 
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either case the BBC allocates the price based on the time spent working with the commercial 

subsidiary, as a percentage of the employee’s total time available under their contract of 

employment. The SLAs express this either in terms of full time equivalent (FTE) or time (e.g. 

hours).   

Services provided to Third Parties  

Where there are services that the BBC provides to external third parties as well as commercial 

subsidiaries (as set out in table 1), these are charged on the same price basis that the BBC 

charges its commercial subsidiaries.  

Where there are services the BBC provides to third parties but does not provide to its 

commercial subsidiaries (as set out in table 2) the BBC seeks wherever possible to charge a 

market price, or base the price on benchmarks, in line with Ofcom’s requirements.  

Brand Fee  

This document also describes the arrangements in place to manage how the subsidiaries pay 

for and use the BBC Brand. It sets out: 

o The rights the subsidiaries have to use the BBC Brand under its Brand Licence;  

o The methodology we have used to determine how much the subsidiaries pay to use the 

BBC Brand; and 

o The circumstances where the subsidiaries will and will not pay the BBC to use the BBC 

Brand. 

Previously, the Brand Fees were published separately to the Group Trading Manuals, however 

to reduce the amount of transfer pricing documentation, these have been combined within this 

Group Trading Manual. Arrangements concerning the Brand Fee will continue to be updated, 

where appropriate, on an annual basis and published in this document via the BBC website. 
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Amendments from version 2.0 

Presentational Changes 

We have combined the previous versions into one Consolidated Group Trading Manual. This 

document sets out each good or service that is provided to the commercial subsidiaries and third 

parties. As we take a consistent approach to setting charges, there are no differences in charging 

methodologies. All subsidiaries and third parties are now included within Table 1. 

Previous versions of the individual subsidiary Group Trading Manuals contained separate 

columns for “Price Basis” and “Rationale”. These have been combined as we have a consistent 

rationale for each price basis set. The table has been simplified to reduce repetition and includes 

abbreviated references which indicate the type of price basis and rationale – these can be found 

within the “Price Basis” section on page 3 of this document. 

Introduction 

The introduction section has been refreshed, with additional sections for “Price Basis & 

Rationale”, “Services provided to Third Parties” and “Brand Fee”.  

Table 1 & Further Descriptions 

In addition to the presentational changes noted above, the following alterations have been 

made; 

o Archives: Archive - including library service and archive systems has been split to separate 

out Archive Systems and Library Services 

o Archives: The definition for Archive Systems and Library Services have been refined 

o Archives: The apportionment methodology language for Archive Systems, Library Services 

and Subscription Services has been clarified 

o CRBA: The definition for CRBA Central Operations and Support has been refined 

o Finance: Global News did not receive the Finance Staff service provided by the BBC in 

2018/19. This has therefore been removed 

o HR: HR Staff and Talent Management have been split out as discrete services (these were 

previously collectively referred to as HR Staff and Talent Management) 

o Marketing & Audiences: The definition for Creative Services has been refined 

o Pensions: The apportionment methodology language for Pensions has been clarified 

o QRA: Business Assurance Services has been renamed to Internal Audit, and the definition 

of the service refined  

o QRA: The Film Advice Unit has been incorporated into the Safety, Security & Resilience 

Group, and the definition of the service refined 

o QRA: The apportionment methodology language for Internal Audit has been clarified 
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o Scheduling Staff: This service has been added 

o Technology: Global News did not receive the Technology Governance Service and End User 

Compute Service (“EUC”) service. This has therefore been removed 

o Technology: Non-Central Technology Service renamed to Non-Core Technology Service 

o Training – BBC Academy: The definition of Training Courses and Events has been refined  

Table 2 

This table has been added and summarises the goods and services of material value, that the 

BBC have provided to third parties in 2018/19 

Table 3 & Further Descriptions 

This was previously Table 2 in version 2.0. In addition to the presentational changes noted 

above, the following alterations have been made; 

o Finance: The BBC did not receive any Finance Staff services from BBC Studios in 2018/19. 

This has therefore been removed 

o Property: The apportionment methodology wording has been refined 

Table 4 

This was previously Table 3 in version 2.0 of the Group Trading Manual 

Table 5 

This was previously Table 4 in version 2.0 of the Group Trading Manual. The table also now 

covers third party trading and the definitions have been refined. 

Brand Fee 

This section has been added to the Group Trading Manual.  

There have been no changes to the brand fee methodologies for the subsidiaries since the prior 

versions published on the 30 April 2018. 
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Table 1: Summary of BBC’s transfer pricing with its commercial subsidiaries (and third 

parties where a good or service is provided to commercial subsidiaries and third parties)  

Services Provided 
Price Basis & 

Rationale 
Apportionment Methodology 

BBC Global 

News 

BBC          

Studios 

BBC 

Studioworks 

Third           

Parties 

Archives 

Archive - Archive Systems  Benchmark  Based on a per head charge benchmarked 

against equivalent services for accessing 

media content 

    

Archive – Library Services Direct Cost Based on apportionment of direct cost of 

staff, plus  cost of acquisition, research, 

admin, despatch and management in 

respect of  Library Services  

    

Subscription Services Market Price Based on the subsidiaries dedicated FTEs as 

a proportion of total BBC Group’s FTEs 
    

Commercial Rights and Business Affairs (CRBA)  

CRBA Central Operations and 

Support  

Benchmark Based on level of advice and support, 

including staff time 

 

    

Music Copyright Service Benchmark Based on usage (staff time) or number and 

type of FTE allocated to the subsidiary 
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Services Provided 
Price Basis & 

Rationale 
Apportionment Methodology 

BBC Global 

News 

BBC          

Studios 

BBC 

Studioworks 

Third           

Parties 

External Communications 

External communications Benchmark Based on usage (staff time) or number and 

type of FTE allocated to the subsidiary 
    

Press Cutting Service Market Price  Based on the subsidiaries dedicated FTEs as 

a proportion of total BBC Group’s FTEs  
    

Finance 

Centre of Excellence (COE) Benchmark Based on usage (staff time)     

Business Process Operations 

(IBM Outsourced Processes)  

Market Price  Based on proportion of the relevant 

subsidiaries spend of total BBC spend 
    

Finance staff Benchmark Based on number and type of FTE allocated 

to the subsidiary 

 

    

Production Accounting Benchmark Based on usage (staff time) 

 

    

Tax and Treasury Benchmark Based on usage (staff time) 
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Services Provided 
Price Basis & 

Rationale 
Apportionment Methodology 

BBC Global 

News 

BBC          

Studios 

BBC 

Studioworks 

Third           

Parties 

HR  

Diversity & Inclusion Benchmark Based on the subsidiaries dedicated FTEs as 

a proportion of total BBC Group’s FTEs and 

usage, including staff time 

    

HR Service Benchmark Global News, Studios’ UK Production: Based 

on dedicated FTEs as a proportion of total 

BBC Group’s FTEs 

    

Studios’ Distribution and International 

Production, Studioworks: Pass through 

based on subsidiaries use of relevant 

services 

    

HR Service (Outsourced) Market Price  Global News, Studios’ UK Production, 

Studioworks: Based on dedicated FTEs as a 

proportion of total BBC Group’s FTEs 

    

Studios’ Distribution and International 

Production, Studioworks: Pass through 

based on subsidiaries use of relevant 

services 

    

HR Staff Benchmark Based on number and type of FTE allocated 

to the subsidiary 
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Services Provided 
Price Basis & 

Rationale 
Apportionment Methodology 

BBC Global 

News 

BBC          

Studios 

BBC 

Studioworks 

Third           

Parties 

Internal Communications & 

Engagement 

Benchmark  Based on the subsidiaries dedicated FTEs as 

a proportion of total BBC Group’s FTEs and 

usage, including staff time 

   

Talent Management Benchmark Based on number and type of FTE allocated 

to the subsidiary 
    

Integrated Production Facilities 

Rent Direct Cost Based on floor space occupied by the 

subsidiary (m²) 

 

    

Utilities and other costs Market Price Based on floor space occupied by the 

subsidiary (m²) 
    

Legal  

Legal assistance and advice 

across the BBC Group 

Benchmark Based on usage (staff time) and a fixed fee 

for the General Counsel’s time 
    

Marketing & Audiences 

Audience Data – bespoke 

reports or research 

If commissioned from 

third parties: Market 

Price 

Pass-through of third party cost to the 

subsidiary   
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Services Provided 
Price Basis & 

Rationale 
Apportionment Methodology 

BBC Global 

News 

BBC          

Studios 

BBC 

Studioworks 

Third           

Parties 

If undertaken by BBC: 

Benchmark 

Based on reports or research commissioned, 

including staff time 
    

Audience Data from BARB  Market Price  Pass-through of third party licence cost to 

the subsidiary  
    

Audience Data on BBC 

commissions - Other 

Internal Reports: 

Benchmark 

N/A – all production companies are provided 

with audience data relating to their BBC 

programmes through the BBC’s Audiences 

Portal free of charge 

    

External Reports: 

Market Price 

Pass-through of third party licence cost to 

the subsidiary  
    

Creative Services  Benchmark  Based on creative services provided, 

including staff time 
    

Marketing & Audiences Staff Benchmark Based on number and type of FTE allocated 

to the subsidiary 
    

Studio Audience Services: 

Stewarding  

Benchmark Based on number of stewards used by the 

subsidiary, plus a booking fee 

 

    

Studio Audience Services: 

Ticketing 

Market Price  Based on audience volume and the 

subsidiaries use of the service, including 

staff time 
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Services Provided 
Price Basis & 

Rationale 
Apportionment Methodology 

BBC Global 

News 

BBC          

Studios 

BBC 

Studioworks 

Third           

Parties 

Pensions 

BBC group pension schemes Benchmark Based on the number of the subsidiaries’ 

staff who are members of the pension 

schemes and their salaries 

    

Procurement  

Business Support Benchmark Based on usage (staff time) 

 

    

Corporate Insurance  Market Price  Based on the subsidiaries’ proportion of 

cover required from the total market price 

BBC group pays for insurances 

    

Corporate Insurance support 

costs 

Benchmark Based on usage (staff time) 

 

    

Procurement and Central 

Agency  

Benchmark Based on usage (staff time) 

 

    

Procurements via preferred 

supplier lists 

Market Price Based on pass through of the cost of items 

procured by the subsidiary 
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Services Provided 
Price Basis & 

Rationale 
Apportionment Methodology 

BBC Global 

News 

BBC          

Studios 

BBC 

Studioworks 

Third           

Parties 

Production Facilities 

Production facilities and 

support across the UK 

Benchmark  Based on facility being used (type and 

duration) and associated support services, 

including staff time 

    

Property 

Office and production space 

within UK - Rent 

If office space is 

competitively 

procured: Market 

Price  

Based on floor space occupied (m²)     

If office space isn’t 

competitively 

procured: Benchmark 

Based on floor space occupied (m²)     

Office space within UK – 

Utilities and other costs 

Market Price Based on floor space occupied by the 

subsidiary  
    

Office Space Overseas - Rent Direct Cost Based on number of workstations allocated 

to the subsidiary in relation to total 

workstations 

    

Office Space Overseas – 

Utilities and other costs 

Direct Cost Based on number of workstations allocated 

to the subsidiary in relation to total 

workstations  
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Services Provided 
Price Basis & 

Rationale 
Apportionment Methodology 

BBC Global 

News 

BBC          

Studios 

BBC 

Studioworks 

Third           

Parties 

Quality, Risk & Assurance  

Internal Audit Benchmark Based on usage      

Safety, Security and 

Resilience 

Benchmark Based on usage (staff time)     

Scheduling Staff 

Scheduling Staff Benchmark Based on number and type of FTE allocated 

to the subsidiary 
   

Strategy  

Strategy Staff Benchmark  Based on usage (staff time); including 

number and type of FTE allocated to the 

subsidiary 

    

Subscription Service  Market Price Based on usage     

Repeats & Re-versioning 

Repeats & Re-versioning Benchmark Based on services provided, including staff 

time and use of production equipment 
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Services Provided 
Price Basis & 

Rationale 
Apportionment Methodology 

BBC Global 

News 

BBC          

Studios 

BBC 

Studioworks 

Third           

Parties 

Technology  

Technology Governance 

Service and End User 

Compute Service (“EUC”) 

Market Price  Based on use of relevant service by the 

subsidiary 
    

Non-Core Technology Service 

(other non-core) 

If commissioned from 

third parties: Market 

Price  

Based on use of relevant service by the 

subsidiary 
    

If undertaken by the 

BBC: Benchmark 

Based on usage (staff time and/or 

equipment cost) 
    

Non-Core Technology Service 

(software build/development) 

Benchmark Based on usage of digital products and 

services, including staff time to develop new 

products 

    

Production Equipment Service  Benchmark Based of hire of equipment, training, and/or 

maintenance, including staff time 
    

Technology staff  If resourced from third 

parties: Market Price  

Based on use of relevant service by the 

subsidiary 
    

If resourced by the 

BBC: Benchmark 

Based on usage (staff time and/or 

equipment cost) 
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Services Provided 
Price Basis & 

Rationale 
Apportionment Methodology 

BBC Global 

News 

BBC          

Studios 

BBC 

Studioworks 

Third           

Parties 

Training – BBC Academy 

Development of bespoke 

courses; training courses and 

events  

Benchmark Based on the price to develop/deliver new 

courses for the subsidiary including staff 

time 

    

Face to face and online 

training courses  

Benchmark Based on use; we charge the market price 

for access to training  
    

New Talent Schemes  Benchmark Based on use of new talent schemes by the 

subsidiary , including staff time 
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Table 2: Summary of the goods and services the BBC sells to third parties, but not to its 

commercial subsidiaries 

The BBC provides services to third parties that are not provided to the commercial subsidiaries. The below table outlines the material services 

that the BBC trades with third parties – these are charged at a market price. 

Services Provided Description 

Advertising Space 

Advertising Income 
The BBC is allowed to feature advertising on content and services which are transmitted overseas. As such, the BBC can 

supply overseas advertising to third parties 

BBC Films 

Box Office Income 

The BBC receives box office income for films that the BBC have invested in and released. Under these arrangements, the 

BBC make an investment in the cost of producing a particular film, and receive box office income that is commensurate 

with our investment 

Broadcasting Facilities 

Broadcasting Facilities (International 

Unit) 

When there is spare capacity, the BBC provide broadcasting facilities and equipment to overseas broadcasters so that they 

can provide News from the UK 

News  

BBC Monitoring 

BBC Monitoring is a division of the BBC World Service Group. BBC Monitoring provides translation and analysis of news 

sources from around the world.  BBC Monitoring provides the service within the BBC public service and to  the UK 

Government and other public authorities 
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Services Provided Description 

Royalties 

Research & Development Royalties 
The BBC is entitled to a share of net profit in royalties from third parties for the secondary sale of BBC technology and 

systems 

Technology 

Distribution Capacity The BBC sells spare data and  distribution capacity to other Broadcasters and associations 

EPG Slots 
As a result of Sky’s decision to reorganise its electronic programme guide (EPG) in November 2017, the BBC had three EPG 

slots that could be vacated. The BBC traded these EPG slots in the 2018/19 financial year 

Ticket Sales & Events 

Event Income The BBC generates income through the sales of merchandise and memorabilia 

Ticket Sales (excluding tickets for 

the events referred to in clause 

49(4)(h) of the Agreement) 

The BBC generates income through the sale of tickets to events and tours 

Workplace 

Carbon Credits 

Within the EU’s carbon trading scheme, the BBC is issued with carbon credits which permit the BBC to release a certain 

level of carbon emissions. Where the BBC’s emissions are lower than the level permitted by the carbon credits held, excess 

credits are sold on the carbon market in accordance with the principles & operation of the scheme 
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Table 3: Summary of BBC Commercial Subsidiaries transfer pricing with the BBC 

Services Provided Price Basis & Rationale Apportionment Methodology Subsidiary providing service to the BBC  

Archives 

Motion Gallery Benchmark Based on a proportion of the fees raised by 

exploiting the Motion Gallery content 

BBC Studios 

Content 

Presenting Staff Benchmark Based on number and type of FTE allocated to 

the BBC  

BBC Global News 

Scheduling Staff Benchmark Based on number and type of FTE allocated to 

the BBC  

BBC Global News 

Content Rights Management 

Management of clearances for 

repeats and iPlayer 

Benchmark Based on staff time BBC Studios 

Production Facilities & Related Services 

Production facilities, equipment 

and crewing; other studio and 

post production services 

Market Price BBC Studioworks contracts with the BBC on 

the same basis as all of its clients. It has a 

charging framework for its services then 

negotiates each contract on the basis of the 

specification its clients require. Charge is 

based on facility or service being used (e.g. 

type and duration) 

 

BBC Studioworks 
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Services Provided Price Basis & Rationale Apportionment Methodology Subsidiary providing service to the BBC  

Property 

Office space If office space is 

competitively procured: 

Market Price  

If office space isn’t 

competitively procured: 

Benchmark  

Charge is based on floor space occupied by 

the BBC (m²) 

BBC Studioworks 

Simultaneous European Relay (“SER”) 

Procurement of SER 

arrangements overseas in 

relation to BBC channels   

Benchmark Based on a proportion of the fees raised by 

exploiting the SER 

BBC Studios 

Support Staff  

Support staff - Overseas Direct Cost Based on number and type of FTE allocated to 

the BBC staff usage 

BBC Global News 

Support staff – UK Based Benchmark Based on number and type of FTE allocated to 

the BBC  

BBC Global News 
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Table 4: Summary of BBC Global News and the BBC content supply arrangements  

Services Provided Price Basis & Rationale Apportionment Methodology 

BBC World Service 

Features/Short Films 

Benchmark Each title has a separate agreement which specifies the price for that title 

Programme and online content  Benchmark Based on commissioning control (consistent with the market for branded news content):  

 BBC Global News commissioned content: BBC Global News holds full commissioning 

control, therefore total content price is apportioned to BBC Global News 

 

 BBC commissioned content: BBC Global News holds no commissioning control for this BBC 

branded content, therefore no price is charged (as approximation to market price. Under 

‘incremental costing’ methodology) 

 

 Jointly commissioned content : commissioning control is shared, therefore BBC Global 

News and the BBC determine each party’s contribution for different pieces of content based 

on who the primary commissioning party is and the relative value of the programme to each 

commissioning party 

 

Third party rights/licences Market Price Based on pass through of costs from BBC Global News’ use of relevant services 
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Table 5: Summary of the BBC’s rights licensing to BBC Studios and third parties 

Services Provided Price Basis Rationale Apportionment Methodology 

Upfront investment (to acquire 

rights) in BBC in-house 

production 

Market price derived by 

benchmarking for a licence to 

exploit IP 

The BBC benchmarks prices charged to 

BBC Studios against the prices paid by 

third parties in the market for equivalent 

rights 

Based on a separate licensing agreement 

which specifies the prices for each title 

Rights archive licensing Market price derived by 

benchmarking for a licence to 

exploit IP 

The BBC benchmarks prices charged to 

BBC Studios against the prices paid by 

third parties in the market for equivalent 

rights 

Based on a separate licensing agreement 

which applies pre-agreed commercial terms 

for the rights licenced in respect of each title 
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Further description of goods and services the BBC 

provides to Commercial Subsidiaries 

ARCHIVES 

Archive Systems, Library & Subscription Services  

The BBC Archives team provides an Archive Library Service which includes the provision of 

research, management and loans services to facilitate access to and management of BBC 

archive content for BBC Commissions.  BBC archive content is any content created during the 

production process plus any accompanying business records that meet selection criteria set by 

BBC Archives. 

 

BBC archive content can be accessed by BBC Studios Production staff via a number of 

different bespoke BBC Archive Systems. Due to copyright restrictions, the BBC is only able to 

provide access to BBC Archive Systems for the purposes of delivering Production led BBC 

commissions. Access to BBC Archive Systems are provided at no charge for the purposes of 

delivering BBC Commissions or where formally contracted for development purposes.  

The Archive Library Service - where BBC Archive staff members are commissioned to produce 

research/deliverables - is charged on a pay-as-you-use basis when required by any production 

company for a BBC commission, including BBC Studios (for both its production and 

distribution activities).  

The Archives team also manages a number of third party licensing and subscription services. 

These services can also be accessed at no charge for the purposes of delivering BBC 

commissions, given that third party producers have commensurate access to such services for 

the purposes of delivering BBC commissions, where licences allow. If BBC Studios wants to 

access third party licensing and subscription services for non-BBC commissions, BBC Studios 

will pay the BBC market rate for these based on the costs that the BBC pays for its 

subscriptions via the BBC Platform as applicable. 

For its distribution activities – given they are by their nature also not BBC Commissions – BBC 

Studios is required to pay a charge to access both the BBC Archive Library services, third party 

licensing and subscription services and the BBC Archive Systems. 

Access to BBC Archive Systems does not does not include the right to reuse any archive 

content. Users must obtain all necessary permissions and content, and make all necessary 

payments, for any reuse of archive content accessed via BBC Archive Systems.  

BBC News provides an Archive Library Service to BBC Global News which includes the 

provision of research, management and loans services to facilitate access to and management 

of BBC News archive content.  
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COMMERCIAL RIGHTS AND BUSINESS AFFAIRS 

CRBA Central Operations and Support 

The CRBA Central Operations service provides artist payment systems (ACON, Fast Fee and 

Short Talk) including processing and support in relation to queries relevant to ACON, and 

tracking existing rights. 

The CRBA Central Support service provides advice and support from the BBC’s central CRBA 

team, and includes lobbying and negotiating deals with talent unions and rights owners on 

behalf of the applicable subsidiaries as part of the BBC Group. The Central Support service 

also includes support and advice provided by the Technology lawyers. 

 

Given the nature of these services, appropriate safeguards have been put in place (including 

NDA’s, confidentiality clauses, Terms of Use) to ensure that information is kept confidential.  

CRBA will provide the CRBA Legal Services of its Controller of Legal and Rights to supervise 

the work of the commercial subsidiaries Legal and Business Affairs team, providing specialist 

advice and support as required CRBA will provide the CRBA Legal Services of its (i) Controller 

of Legal and Rights to supervise the work of the relevant subsidiaries Legal and Business 

Affairs team, and (ii) Head of Rights to provide specialist rights advice and support (GN only). 

Music Copyright Service 

 

The Music Copyright Service provides music clearance advice and processes clearances deals 

to ensure that music in invested programming is cleared at standard rates for the rights 

required. It also advises and negotiates rates for non-standard music clearances where 

required. 

 

In addition, the team work with BBC Studios business affairs teams on music wording for 

distribution agreements and co-productions, work with BBC Studios Music Publishing with 

regard to the publishing deals associated with composer commissioning agreements and 

provide other central support. 
 

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS  

External Communications Service 

The External Communications service includes public relations and media/events 

management specific to the subsidiaries, and is designed to promote the subsidiaries' services 

and talent to the global creative industry, attract or communicate with customers, 

commissions, commercial partners and suppliers to conduct business; and/or defend the 

subsidiaries’ reputation when necessary.   

There are a number of External Relations posts that work exclusively with BBC Studios. 

There are a number of External Communications posts in International News teams and/or in 

Public Affairs that provide support on an ongoing basis offering aforementioned support to 

BBC Global News.  
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Press Cutting Service 

The Press Cutting service is currently provided by Kantar Media (previously known as Precise). 

They deliver press cuttings services (including early bird round ups, BBC daily media news and 

BBC national press) for the subsidiaries staff 

 

FINANCE 

Business Process Operations 

The BPO service comprise of the following elements which are outsourced as a commodity 

service to IBM: Purchase to Pay, Expenses and Advances, Contributor Payments, Order to 

Cash, Payroll, and Application and Infrastructure Management.  

Centre of Excellence (CoE) 

The Finance Centre of Excellence (CoE) represents the cost of Finance and Management 

Accounting operations, and consists of activities required to produce the BBC’s Management 

and Statutory Accounts and all other regulatory and external financial reporting. The CoE also 

includes undertaking month end accounting processes and GL reconciliations, in addition to 

responding to queries and maintaining financial data.  

There are a number of Finance posts that also work exclusively with BBC Studios. 

Production Accounting 

Production Accounting provides and manages financial and accounting support to programme 

makers producing content. 

Tax and Treasury 

The Tax team provides stewardship and controllership to all matters relating to corporate and 

employment taxes and VAT. The Treasury team provides stewardship and controllership to all 

matters relating to Treasury, including cash and liquidity management.  

HR 

Diversity & Inclusion 

The Diversity & Inclusion service includes the provision of BBC Group diversity and inclusion 

policies and strategies, to enable the subsidiaries to draw on the widest possible range of 

experiences, talent and ideas.  

There is a dedicated post that works exclusively with BBC Studios on Diversity & Inclusion. 

HR Service 

The HR Service includes the HR service centre, HR management information service and the 

HR specialist services. It includes services such as general HR advice, support and guidance, on 

boarding, HR helpdesk, benefits and pension information, and freelance management. Other 

services are provided by specialist outsourced suppliers.  
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HR Staff 

The HR function plays a business partnering related role, with a focus on forward looking, 

large scale and/or high-impact people, talent and organisational design.  

There are dedicated of posts within HR that deal exclusively with BBC Global News.  

Internal Communications & Engagement 

Internal Communications & Engagement manages BBC-wide internal communications 

channels including: Ariel, the online news magazine for employees, Gateway, the staff intranet, 

Team Talk, the monthly briefing for managers, internal campaigns and advice to senior 

management.  

Talent Management 

Talent Managers assist in helping BBC Studios to pursue its talent objectives. The key purpose 

of Talent Managers is to manage people processes including workforce planning, negotiation 

and acquisition of talent and resourcing planning across BBC Studios. 

A number of posts within HR deal exclusively with BBC Studios.  

INTEGRATED PRODUCTION FACILITIES 

Integrated Production Facilities 

BBC Studios uses Integrated Production Facilities in certain locations (hybrid space combining 

office space for production staff and production facilities).  These are for certain named 

productions, for which there is a requirement for them to be produced at a particular 

location.  Rental costs for these locations are charged at direct costs on the basis that all costs 

will be recovered back from the BBC via programme prices. The same methodology is applied 

to any independent production companies who tender for BBC productions. 

LEGAL  

Legal Assistance and Advice 

The Legal department provides legal assistance and advice across the BBC Group. The 

subsidiaries are able to engage and seek counsel from the following legal departments: 

General Counsel’s office, commercial legal, litigation, employment law, intellectual property; 

trademark enforcement (via the International Trade Mark Fund); workplace and competition 

legal. 

MARKETING AND AUDIENCES 

Audience Data 

BBC Global News receives audience data for its websites from the BBC via a third party 

supplier; it may also commission bespoke reports or research from the Marketing & Audiences 

team.  
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Audience Data  

All production companies (including BBC Studios) are provided audience data through the 

BBC’s Audiences Portal for BBC commissions free of charge. BBC Studios may also 

commission bespoke reports or research from the Marketing & Audiences team. Bespoke 

reports are charged to BBC Studios. 

Access to BARB data, as well as genre reports and overnight reports are obtained from third 

party providers, which are charged at market rate.  

Creative Services 

Creative Services involves the provision of show reels, packaged clips, promotional reels, unit 

stills, iconic shots, design work (including guidelines and imagery) and copyrighting, as 

requested. In the event of bespoke requests from BBC Studios and third parties, the relevant 

assignment will be costed up on a case by case basis in line with the charging methodology. 

Marketing & Audiences Staff 

The Marketing & Audiences team provides analysis and advice on audience data, reporting and 

insight requirements for BBC Studios, as well as effective and impactful marketing and social 

media campaigns.  

Marketing services include brand strategy and brand management, media planning and 

buying, reputation management, and TV social media strategy. Audience services include 

supplying and reporting audience data, audience insight and audience planning and creative 

strategy. 

There are a number of posts within Marketing and Audiences that deal exclusively with BBC 

Studios.  

Studio Audience Services 

Studio Audience Services comprise the Stewarding service and the Ticketing service in relation 

to BBC programmes produced or hosted by the subsidiaries. 

Stewarding: The Stewarding service includes stewards to meet, greet and seat audiences, 

responsibility for the health and safety of audiences including any controlled emergency 

evacuation and on the spot management of any complaints and any other audience related 

issues. Stewards are booked through an online stewarding system and a booking fee is 

incurred for each transaction. 

Ticketing: The Ticketing service includes a fully automated ticket application process and 24/7 

call handling, an SMS reminder service to maximise audience take up, promotion of audience 

tickets on the BBC “Shows & Tours” website and direct to the BBC’s subscriber base, and post 

show audience feedback to BBC Studios.  
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PENSIONS 

Pensions  

The BBC’s principal pension scheme offered to all staff is its defined contribution pension 

scheme, LifePlan. This scheme offers to match employee’s contributions; the average matched 

contribution is eight per cent. In addition to this scheme, the BBC also has a number of legacy 

defined benefit pension schemes which are closed to new members but remain open to new 

accrual by existing members. The staff of the subsidiaries includes members of both schemes. 

BBC staff who work with the subsidiaries are also members of both schemes.  

PROCUREMENT 

Business Support 

Business Support involves actively supporting BBC Studios in tender support, advising on 

relevant markets (geographic and product) and on appropriate processes to drive best value 

for money, as well as leading on any tender process to support BBC Studios. Business Support 

also advises on purchasing cards and provides business as usual support 

Corporate Insurance and Support 

Corporate Insurance Support provides specialist insurance advice on insurance coverage, 

management and payment of claims falling within the corporate insurance arrangement; and 

ensures global compliance statutory and contractual insurance requirements in the UK and 

abroad. 

Procurement and Central Agency 

The Procurement Agency service involves provision of procurement advice, support and 

contract management regarding high volume/low value procurements using preferred 

supplier lists and internal BBC systems. Central Agency provides services including authorising 

procurement requests, advice and support over the best routes to buy, engaging with suppliers 

and ensuring preferred suppliers are used where possible. 

PRODUCTION FACILITIES  

Production Facilities 

BBC Studios uses BBC production facilities in various locations across the UK and the BBC 

charge BBC Studios for their use. 

We determine a charge for each location, based on a market benchmark on the price of 

equivalent class of facility in the same geographical location (e.g. a cost per hour). We also 

cross check this against our total cost for the facility, including relevant overheads like 

maintenance costs based on the most recent information. We then break this price down on 

usage for the size and type of facility, as well as the time required.  
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PROPERTY 

Rental Charge 

The subsidiaries are based in properties throughout the UK and the rest of the world. 

A charge for each UK location is determined, either based on the market price the BBC pays to 

its external supplier, or based on a market benchmark on the price of equivalent class of office 

space in the same geographical location (e.g. a cost per m2). Any costs not relevant to the 

space provided to the subsidiaries are removed (e.g. resilience, broadcast connectivity and 

technical costs required for broadcast-critical operations that GNL/Studios/Studioworks do 

not use), and then this price is broken down based on the Net Internal Area (NIA) for that 

building to arrive at a cost per m2. The subsidiaries are then charged based on the proportion 

of the NIA it uses.  

BBC Studioworks uses space at the BBC Elstree site under licence from the BBC; this includes 

separate office and production space.  

For overseas property (GNL and Studios only), a cost-based approach is adopted, where the 

rental charge is based on the number of workstations allocated to the subsidiary in relation to 

total workstations. 

Utilities and Other Costs  

Utilities and other costs include services such as utilities, security, insurance, catering, 

maintenance, rates and other property related costs which are incurred throughout the course 

of business. All these costs are set through an open market process, where the BBC has 

negotiated contracts with third parties, or are fixed externally (in the case of rates).  

In overseas territories (GNL and Studios only), a cost-based approach is adopted, where 

utilities and other costs are apportioned based on the number of workstations allocated to the 

subsidiaries in relation to total workstations. 

QUALITY, RISK & ASSURANCE (QRA) 

Internal Audit  

The Internal Audit department is an independent, objective assurance and advisory function. It 

assesses the effectiveness of BBC’s internal controls and works with management to identify 

improvements. 

Risk and Regulatory Compliance  

Risk and Regulatory Compliance provide a centralised risk management service covering both 

strategic and operational risks across the BBC. 
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Safety, Security & Resilience (SSR) Group  

The SSR Group is a corporate function that provides professional, technical and operational 

support, and is available 24/7, including duty officers.  

SSR includes the Film Advice Unit (FAU) which provides advice and a regularly updated 

database containing pan BBC information on recording in the UK and abroad, including 

contacts for fixers, crews, hire companies and drone operators. 

SCHEDULING STAFF 

Scheduling Staff 

The BBC provides scheduling staff to BBC Studios. There are dedicated posts within 

commissioning and scheduling that sit within BBC Studios. These Embedded Staff support 

BBC Studios in providing commissioning and scheduling services to UKTV (as required by the 

UKTV joint venture agreement) and in reviewing compliance of its programmes. 

STRATEGY 

Strategy 

The Strategy team undertakes a number of functions including: managing a range of complex 

strategic projects; co-ordinating the development of the longer term strategy for the BBC; 

advising on external developments in the market, policy and technology and the implications 

of the development of strategies across the BBC Group. 

Subscription Service 

The Strategy team subscribes to a number of external subscription services, of which BBC 

Studios pays for access to a small number.  

TECHNOLOGY 

Information and Security 

The information and security service support teams ensure that BBC information is kept 

secure. The service provides advice on best practice deals with threats and manages cyber-

attacks.  

Non-Core Technology Service 

The Non-Core Technology service involves providing digital products and/or services, 

including software development, software licensing, software tools, content management 

services, publishing infrastructure, operational services, hosting and distribution services, and 

Research & Development (R&D) products and services. 
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Production Equipment Service 

The production Equipment Services include the provision by the Production Services team of 

video and audio filming equipment for both short-term and long-term hire of assets, service 

management and specialist training; and the service and maintenance of specified filming or 

other equipment.  

Technology Governance Service and End User Compute (EUC) Service 

This is the core technology service. This service consists of technology governance, 

information security, telephony service, circuits and networks, supported applications, 

specialist change support, infrastructure storage, core support, technology support, and 

Nations’ technology.  

The EUC Service relates to system access and software licensing for each user within the 

subsidiaries. 

Technology Staff 

The Technology team sits within the Design & Engineering division of the BBC. Design & 

Engineering delivers products, platforms and services globally, supporting the BBC's digital 

products and services. 

Technology Staff are employed by the BBC and provide technology expertise and direction to 

the subsidiaries to ensure the effective delivery of all technology services that drive the 

subsidiaries operations.  

There are a number of posts within Technology that deal exclusively with BBC Studios.  

From time to time, the BBC also employs staff from a third party contractor for specific project 

work and these staff provide technology expertise and direction to BBC Global News. 

 

REPEATS AND REVERSIONING 

Repeats & Reversioning  

Television and Media Operations takes content acquired and commissioned by BBC Global 

News and repurposes and reversions it for broadcast on BBC Global News’ platform, for 

example editing of content to World News’ required durations (including insertion of breaks 

for advertising). 

BBC News and BBC Sport also reversion content commissioned by the BBC for BBC Global 

News for distribution online and on BBC World News.  
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TRAINING – BBC ACADEMY 

Training Courses and Events  

BBC Academy is the BBC’s in house training department, which provides a number of training 

services pan-BBC, including training courses and events. A range of online training is provided 

at no cost to the subsidiaries or to third parties with whom the BBC have a partnership 

agreement. If specific training is produced by the BBC Academy for the subsidiary or for the 

BBC’s external partners, a charge is made. 

New Talent Schemes  

The New Talent department is responsible for the overall management of apprenticeships, 

trainee schemes and other pre-entry programmes in the BBC. The service involves talent 

attraction, recruitment, sourcing and management placements, induction, financial 

management, training and pastoral care. 
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Further description of goods and services the BBC 

Commercial Subsidiaries provide to the BBC 

ARCHIVES 

Motion Gallery  

Motion Gallery licences archive content, a proportion of which originates from the BBC Public 

Service. Where this content is licensed into a BBC commission, there is no charge raised for 

standard public service broadcasting packages, whether produced by the BBC or a third party. 

If this content is commercially exploited, or used for non-BBC commissions, then a licence fee 

is charged and passed back to the BBC. No upfront rights fees are paid by BBC Studios to the 

Public Service for archive content offered by Motion Gallery unless BBC Studios has otherwise 

invested in a title (i.e. under the arrangements set out in table 5). There are separate 

arrangements in place for BBC News and BBC Sport content and a minimum guarantee is in 

place between the BBC Public Service and BBC Studios for this content. 

CONTENT  

As part of day to day operations the BBC World News channel scheduling team provides 

support to the BBC. BBC Global News employs presenters who also work for the BBC. 

CONTENT RIGHTS MANAGEMENT  

BBC Studios manages the clearances of underlying rights for writers and performers to enable 

the BBC to repeat the content and charges them for the costs of this service. There are NDAs 

in place to protect sensitive and confidential information handled in this process. 

PRODUCTION FACILITIES AND RELATED SERVICES  

BBC Studioworks provides the BBC with production facilities, equipment and crewing, as well 

as other studio and post production services. These services are charged out to the BBC at a 

market price in the same wat as for any third party customer. 

Each transaction or arrangement between the BBC and BBC Studioworks is contracted 

separately.  

PROPERTY  

The BBC uses office space in Television Centre under licence from BBC Studioworks. 

SIMULTANEOUS EUROPEAN RELAY AGREEMENT  

BBC Studios acts as an agent for the BBC in relation to the exploitation of the BBC’s rights to 

transmit and authorise the transmission of the BBC channels and programmes included in 

those television services by means of the Simultaneous European Relay. BBC Studios takes a 

commission for this service and passes the remainder of the fee back to the BBC. 
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SUPPORT STAFF – OVERSEAS AND UK 

Support staff are split into the below categories:  

Finance 

BBC Global News provides financial support to the BBC World Service in India.  

Legal 

The BBC Global News Legal department provides legal assistance and advice to the BBC 

World Service in India. 

Marketing & Audiences 

The BBC Global News Marketing & Audiences team provides analysis and advice on audience 

data, reporting and insight requirements for the BBC, as well as marketing materials and social 

media campaigns.  
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Further description of content supply arrangements 

between BBC Global News and the BBC  

BBC World Service Features/Short Films 

BBC Global News buys, on an ad hoc basis, the rights to distribute BBC World Service content 

originally shown on and commissioned by the BBC World Service, including BBC Arabic and 

BBC Persian. This could be completed programmes, although BBC Global News may also 

reversion this content for broadcast, including, for example translation into English.  

Programmes and online content 

Programmes and online content are priced based on commissioning control, consistent with 

the market for branded news content.  

For programmes and online content commissioned by BBC Global News, BBC Global News 

holds full commissioning control. As a result, programme prices are set within the 

benchmarked range, reflecting all elements involved in making these programmes, including, 

for example, production facilities, presenters and newsgathering. 

For programmes and online content commissioned by the BBC, BBC Global News holds no 

commissioning control. As a result the BBC does not charge BBC Global News for branded 

programmes. This is within the benchmarked range and is consistent with the market for 

branded news content. 

For programmes and online content which are jointly commissioned by both the BBC and BBC 

Global News, commissioning control is shared. As a result, programme prices are set within the 

benchmarked range based on who the primary commissioning party is and the relative value of 

the programme to each commissioning party.  

Third party rights/licences   

BBC Global News pays the BBC for the relevant third party rights or licences the BBC buys 

from third parties.  
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Further description of the BBC’s IP licencing to BBC 

Studios and third parties  

Upfront investment (to acquire rights) in BBC in-house production  

BBC Studios and third parties have historically invested upfront in the rights to BBC in-house 

productions, to which the BBC owns the IP to share the costs of production. In certain 

exceptional cases BBC Studios will also pay a share of profits back to the BBC on an individual 

title, otherwise profits flow back to BBC through the trading dividend. Third party distributors 

or co-producers will deduct an agreed distribution commission and expenses from sales 

revenue, and after recoupment of any advance return all net profits back to the BBC.  

Each piece of content has its own licence agreement, which specifies the rights the relevant 

distributor has to exploit the IP, as well as the investment paid to the BBC. The majority of 

licences are based on standard terms and all investments are made on market terms. 

BBC Studios will continue to have the option to provide upfront investment to the BBC in-

house production, such as Radio/Audio, Children’s, Current Affairs and potentially Nations 

commissions. Under this arrangement BBC Studios would make a one-off investment in the 

cost of producing a particular programme, to obtain a licence to exploit the IP for a specified 

period of time.  

The BBC has used, and will continue to be able to use, the open offer benchmarking process to 

ensure that the price BBC Studios pays is in line with the market price for BBC commissioned 

content.  

BBC Studios will also have the option to re-invest in the BBC content when existing licences 

expire. This would also be based on standard terms.  

Rights archive licensing 

Rights archive licensing involves BBC Studios (or a third party distributor) contracting with the 

BBC to licence specified rights to exploit the BBC’s IP for a defined period of time. BBC 

Studios, or the third party, pays an ongoing return to the BBC (e.g. a royalty or share of the net 

profits BBC Studios makes from exploiting the rights acquired under a specific rights archive 

licence). 

Rights archive licensing relates specifically to programmes that have already been 

commissioned (i.e. no distributor licenced the rights before production or otherwise has 

licensed the distribution rights). BBC Studios has standard licences in place to exploit the BBC 

IP across a range of genres from BBC in-house production, reflecting the range of BBC in-

house productions’ historical output.  

Each piece of content has its own licence, which specifies the rights BBC Studios or the 

distributor has to exploit the IP, as well as the payment to the BBC. The majority of licences 

are based on standard terms and are made on market terms which are periodically 

renegotiated to reflect current market terms.  

BBC Studios and other parties will also have the option to relicense BBC IP when rights archive 

licences expire. This would also be based on standard terms.  
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Returning series 

For returning series, spin offs, or recommissions BBC Studios may have already licenced the 

rights (in line with the approach described above) to distribute BBC IP, but BBC Studios or a 

third party producer may now be responsible for producing a programme. Any new licensing 

agreement between the BBC and BBC Studios in respect of the returning series or spin-off will 

be on similar standard terms by separate individual licence.  
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Description of the Brand Fees 

BBC GLOBAL NEWS  

Brands and usage  

BBC Global News and its subsidiaries will use the following brands:  

 BBC masterbrand within BBC Global News’ registered Corporate Names (e.g. “BBC World 

Distribution Limited”);  

 BBC masterbrand as part of a BBC Global News Composite Brand or a BBC Composite 

Brand (i.e. the BBC masterbrand coupled with additional words) in relation to a service, 

channel, domain name or other activity undertaken by BBC Global News; and  

 Corporate Names for all purposes connected with carrying out of BBC Global News’ 

business  

Where BBC Global News is proposing to use, for the first time, the masterbrand within a 

Corporate Name, BBC Composite Brand or BBC Global News Composite Brand, BBC Global 

News shall seek the written approval of the BBC.  

Any proposals to use other existing BBC brands would need to be noted and separately 

licensed by the BBC. The BBC owns the BBC masterbrand.  

Genre brands:  

BBC Global News will also comply with any directions from a relevant Genre Board within the 

BBC in relation to the BBC’s overall vision and direction for any applicable Genre.  

Sub-licensing:  

As part of its ongoing business, BBC Global News grants some licensees the rights to its 

contents and services which by their very nature contain BBC Brand materials and trademarks. 

Where BBC Global News enters into any such agreement the licensee will enter into an 

agreement with the BBC for use of the BBC Brand on standard terms or in such other form as 

the BBC requires. In particular, if BBC Global News grants to a licensee the right distribute the 

BBC World News channel in accordance with a standard channel distribution agreement, then 

the BBC grants BBC Global News the right to sub-licence the relevant BBC brands to the 

licensee on standard terms agreed with the BBC as part of the Brand Licence.  

The Brand Fee methodology  

The brand fee is set as a percentage of the revenue that BBC Global News and its Group 

Companies generate from: (i) syndication and distribution activities (excluding revenue 

generated from individual programme sales) and (ii) advertising and sponsorship activities.  

The terms of the brand licence and the brand fee percentage have been reviewed by 

independent external advisers who are satisfied that payment has been set on standard 

market terms. 
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BBC STUDIOS GROUP 

Brands and usage  

The BBC Studios distribution division and its respective subsidiaries will use the following 

brands:  

 BBC masterbrand within BBC Studios’ registered Corporate Names (e.g. “BBC Worldwide” 

or “BBC Earth”) and Business Names (e.g. “BBC Books”);  

 The Corporate Names and Business Names referred to above; and  

 BBC masterbrand as part of a BBC Composite Brand or a BBC Studios Composite Brand 

(i.e. the BBC masterbrand coupled with additional words) in relation to a service, channel, 

domain name or other activity or offering made or undertaken by the distribution division.  

The BBC Studios production division and its respective subsidiaries will use the following 

brands:  

 BBC masterbrand;  

 Programme or strand brands for Existing Intellectual Property (Existing IP) (i.e. new 

commissions of BBC Studios programmes or series existing prior to commercial launch of 

the previous BBC Studios in April 2017, or programmes developed but not contracted prior 

to commercial launch);  

 Programme or strand brands for any new IP (i.e. IP created after the launch of the previous 

BBC Studios as a commercial subsidiary in April 2017).  

Where BBC Studios is proposing to use, for the first time, the masterbrand within a corporate 

or business name, BBC Composite Brand or BBC Studios Composite Brand, BBC Studios shall 

seek the written approval of the BBC.  

Any proposals to use other existing BBC brands would need to be noted and separately 

licensed by the BBC (for example, under the terms of BBC Studios’ investment in a BBC 

programme). The BBC will continue to own the BBC masterbrand, all programme brands for 

Existing IP created before the launch of the previous BBC Studios as a commercial subsidiary 

(April 2017), and new programme brands created after April 2017 (whether created for the 

BBC or third parties) . The BBC will licence new programme brands to BBC Studios as needed 

to exploit the programmes commercially. 

Sub-licensing  

As part of its ongoing business, BBC Studios grants some licensees the rights to its content 

and services which by their very nature contain BBC Brand materials and trademarks. Where 

BBC Studios enters into any such agreement the licensee will enter into an agreement with the 

BBC for use of the BBC Brand in such form as the BBC requires. In particular, if BBC Studios 

grants to a licensee the right to distribute a channel comprising any of the BBC Studios 

Composite brands which are used exclusively to designate BBC Studios’ channels, the BBC has 

granted BBC Studios the right to sub-licence the masterbrand to the licensee on standard 

terms agreed with the BBC as part of the Brand Licence. 
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Genre brands  

The brand agreement notes that with BBC Children’s Brands (e.g. CBBC and CBeebies) and 

BBC Radio Brands (e.g. BBC Radio 1, BBC Radio 1 Xtra, etc.) there is a particular affinity 

between the content they are linked to and the audience they serve. Rights are therefore 

granted under the agreement but subject to approval from the Children’s Genre Board/Radio 

Commercial Board or their successors/nominees. For minor extensions of existing uses this will 

be for information only but any significant new use of BBC Children’s and Radio Brands (e.g. a 

branded theme park) would require full approval of the relevant Board and investment to 

cover certain costs may be required.  

BBC Studios will also comply with any directions from a relevant Genre Board within the BBC 

in relation to the BBC’s overall vision and direction for any applicable Genre. 

The Brand Fee methodology  

The terms of the brand licence and the brand fee percentage have been reviewed by 

independent external advisers who are satisfied that payment has been set on standard 

market terms. The brand fee arrangements remain relatively complex due to the two divisions 

of BBC Studios having been separate commercial subsidiaries with separate brand licences 

(which as explained above, remain in place). The methodologies relating to the production 

division and the distribution division are set out in turn below. 

BBC Studios Production division  

The brand fee for production activities is set as a percentage of primary production revenue for 

third party commissions and secondary production revenues from third party distributors. The 

two basic principles are that:  

 the BBC Studios production division should only pay a brand fee where it has benefited 

from the BBC brand to win commissions and the revenues associated with each 

commission;  

 the BBC Studios production division should not have to pay a brand fee on revenues which 

derive from the BBC Studios distribution division, as a brand fee will already have been paid 

under the arrangements relating to the distribution division (as set out at the end of this 

document)  

The table below summarises these arrangements, whilst the text below describes these in 

further detail.  
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Application of the BBC Brand Fee for BBC Studios production division 

Distributor – Secondary 

Production Revenue 

Commissioner – Primary Production Revenue 

BBC Third Party 

BBC Studios distribution 

division 

 Primary production 

revenues – no brand fee  

 Secondary production 

revenues – no brand fee 

 Primary production 

revenues – brand fee 

applies  

 Secondary production 

revenues –no brand fee 

Third-party distributor  Primary production 

revenues – no brand fee 

 Secondary production 

revenues – no brand fee  

 Primary production 

revenues – brand fee 

applies  

 Secondary production 

revenues – brand fee 

applies  

 

BBC Commissions  

Existing IP  

Any contracts BBC Studios production division has for Existing IP will be produced on a work-

for-hire basis only; therefore no brand fee will be required from the production division.  

New IP for the BBC 

When BBC Studios produces content for the BBC no brand payment will be required. This is 

because the subsidiary is wholly owned, and the BBC brand will not be the driver for the BBC’s 

commission. No brand fee is payable by the BBC Studios production division on secondary 

production revenues:  

(a) if distributed by BBC Studios, this would be covered by the brand payment 

arrangements relating to BBC Studios distribution division set out below, and to charge 

BBC Studios production division a fee as well would result in an unnecessary double 

payment for use of the brand;  

(b) if distributed by a third party, then this would be driven by an external party which 

would either not benefit from use of the BBC brand or to the extent that it did, then the 

distributor would pay a brand fee as separately negotiated with the BBC.  
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Third-party Commissions  

New IP for third parties  

When BBC Studios produces for third parties BBC Studios will pay a brand licence fee for use 

of the BBC master-brand for the primary production. This payment is a percentage of its 

annual third party primary production revenues for all third-party commissions. This takes into 

account the benefit BBC Studios will receive in using the BBC brand as it sells to third-party 

commissioners.  

New IP for third parties – distributed by an external distributor  

Where BBC Studios produces for a third-party commissioner and engages a third party 

distributor to distribute and exploit that content, BBC Studios will also pay a percentage of its 

annual secondary production revenues as a brand fee. This fee reflects the fact that BBC 

Studios will benefit from using the BBC brand to win commissions from third-parties and that 

the resulting secondary revenue from those commissions has not already had a brand fee 

applied to it. 

BBC Studios distribution division  

The brand fee is set for the BBC Studios distribution division as:  

(i) a percentage of the revenue raised by the BBC Studios distribution division from the 

commercial activity generated from services using the BBC masterbrand (e.g. from 

services which clearly use the BBC Brand, such as “BBC America” or “BBC Earth”); 

and  

(ii) (ii) a percentage of all revenue raised by the BBC Studios distribution division from 

all its other operations, excluding: 

a. dividends from its 50% stake in the UKTV joint venture (however revenue 

from the Programme Licensing Agreement between BBC Worldwide and UKTV 

Media Limited is liable for payment for the use of the BBC Brand);  

b. income from BBC Advertising which is recharged to relevant client businesses 

and appears in their accounts; and  

c. any other revenue agreed as excluded in writing between the BBC and BBC 

Studios from time to time. Any exclusion would be on the basis that the BBC 

masterbrand was not involved in securing such revenues. 
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BBC STUDIOWORKS GROUP 

Brands and usage  

BBC Studioworks will use the following brands:  

 BBC masterbrand as part of the BBC Studioworks Business Name (“BBC Studioworks”) and 

Corporate Name (“BBC Studioworks Limited”); 

 The names BBC Studioworks and BBC Studioworks Limited and the name BBC Studioworks 

in a domain name; and 

 The masterbrand as part of the Studioworks Composite Brand (i.e. the BBC masterbrand 

coupled with additional words)  

Any proposals to use other existing BBC brands would need to be noted and separately 

licensed by the BBC. The BBC owns the BBC masterbrand.  

Sub-licensing:  

BBC Studioworks cannot generally assign or sub-licence its rights and obligations to third 

parties under the Brand Licence. However:  

 BBC Studioworks can permit any company within its group to exercise its rights under the 

Brand Licence on its behalf, provided that BBC Studioworks remains liable under the Brand 

Licence for any acts of the sub-licensee;  

 Third parties (i.e. manufacturers) may be subcontracted to manufacture products and 

related advertising and marketing materials for BBC Studioworks, although these third 

parties may not distribute those products/materials to anyone other than the BBC or BBC 

Studioworks, and BBC Studioworks remains liable under the Brand Licence for any acts of 

the sub-licensee.  

The Brand Fee methodology  

The brand fee is set as a percentage of the revenue that BBC Studioworks originates through 

projects with new corporate customers, with the level based on market benchmarks for similar 

brand licences/fees.  

The terms of the brand licence and the brand fee percentage have been reviewed by 

independent external advisers who are satisfied that payment has been set on standard 

market terms.  

Application of the Brand Fee  

The brand licence includes specific terms on payment for use of the BBC masterbrand. BBC 

Studioworks will pay a brand fee for all projects with new corporate customers (i.e. those with 

which it does not have an existing commercial relationship). BBC Studioworks may submit 

evidence to the BBC that the masterbrand played no role in securing one or more projects in 

order to request that a royalty should not be payable on revenue generated on these projects. 

Subject to review, the BBC, at its discretion, may approve such a request in which case no 

royalty shall be payable on revenue generated by such projects. 
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Appendix 1 – Amendments to methodologies and policies 

from the previous Group Trading Manual 

The below table sets out any material amendments, alongside the rationale for the 

amendments, which have been made since version 2.0 of the Group Trading Manuals. 

Service Change Rationale Impact on charges 

Scheduling Staff This service has been 

added to the Group 

Trading Manual for 

BBC Studios. 

The BBC had expected to 

review how this service 

was provided to BBC 

Studios in 2018/19 

following the split of 

UKTV, which was 

originally expected to 

conclude in the 2017-18 

financial year. Due to the 

transaction timetable, the 

service continued to be 

provided for the whole of 

2018-19. 

No change was 

made to the basis of 

charging for this 

service to the 

methodology used in 

the previous 

financial year.  

 

 

 

 


